
The Minister for Foreign Affairs, 19th July 2015
Dear Minister Julie Bishop,

With Graham Williamson’s permission we are re-sending his recent email to Australia’s Minister for 
Foreign Affairs, the Hon Julie Bishop. Graham has asked specific questions of the Minister, but has 
not yet received her response. We also are interested to hear her response.

We direct the Minster to Graham’s extensive research  into the issues that threaten Australia’s 
sovereignty . http://www.galileomovement.com.au/australia_democracy.php

For a brief one page summary go here http://www.galileomovement.com.au/docs/gw/
AG21Flyer3.pdf

We remind the Minister that the Abbott Government was overwhelmingly voted in on the 
understanding that his government would abolish the carbon tax and all its dysfunctional adjunct 
taxes.

So please DO NOT squander our hard earned money on ‘donations’ to the United Nations. Please 
DO NOT sign any  agreement with the United Nations. In our opinion the  evidence indicates that it 
may have a fraudulent ideology.  Please protect our sovereignty from the threat of global 
governance by an unelected NGO.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maurice_Strong#2005_Oil-for-
Food_scandal_and_hiring_practice_criticisms

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stephan_Schmidheiny

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_C._Beale

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reagan_administration_scandals#EPA_scandals

The two evidence based graphics below  show that at at very least the United Nations  is coercing 
democratic nations into a divisive, futile competition to provide an unworkable solution for a non 
existent  problem.
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http://www.csiro.au/en/News/News-releases/2013/Deserts-greening-from-rising-CO2

In closing we reiterate, we are three senior citizens expressing the opinion we formed as a result of 
our own research.    If there is anything we have said  that you think is untrue please state our 
inaccuracy and we will openly consider it and either apologise and rectify our error or explain 

http://www.csiro.au/en/News/News-releases/2013/Deserts-greening-from-rising-CO2


further. In the spirit of caring for our environment whilst  preserving and strengthening Australia’s 
democracy we look forward to engaging with you. …

Dr Judy Ryan
Dr Marjorie Curtis
Graham Williamson
Members: World Wide Web of Climate Realists
Members: World Wide Web of Independent Scientists


